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Abstract– Cloud computing becomes a popular internet technology in last some years. It’s providing facility as a services
and renting resource based model is widely accepted in enterprises and markets. One of the most pressing issues in cloud
computing for IaaS is the resource management. In Cloud computing multiple cloud users can request number of cloud
services simultaneously. So there must be a provision that all resources are made availabl e to requesting user in efficient
manner to satisfy their need. Because of the uniqueness of the model, resource allocation is performed with the objective of
minimizing the costs associated with it. The other challenges of resource allocation are meeting customer demands and
application requirements. This paper focuses on one of the important resource management technique: resource allocation
and provide detail description of its various strategies to allocate resources and challenges related to it.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud Co mputing is the latest term encapsulating the delivery of computing resources as a service. It is the c urrent
iteration of utility co mputing and returns to the model of „renting‟ resources. Cloud computing has appeared as an accepted
computing model for processing very large volume of data. The terms Leveraging cloud computing is today, the de facto
means of deploying internet scale systems and much of the internet is tethered to a small number of cloud providers. The
advancement of cloud computing is therefore intrinsic to the development of the next generation of internet. Cloud
computing emerges as a base of all co mputing direct ly or indirectly. Due to its attractive advantages and popular services it
becomes quite popular nowadays.
Cloud computing providers offer their services according to three fundamental models Infrastructure as a service (IaaS),
platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS) where IaaS is the most basic and each higher model abstracts
fro m the details of the lower models. Platform -as-a-service in the Cloud is defined as a set of software and product
development tools hosted on the provider's infrastructure. Developers create applications on the provider's platform over the
Internet. PaaS providers may use APIs, website portals or gateway software installed on the customer's co mputer. In the
software-as-a-service Cloud model, the vendor supplies the hardware infrastructure, the software product and interacts with
the user through a front-end portal. Cloud computing nowadays becomes quite popular among a co mmunity of cloud users by
offering a variety of resources. Cloud co mputing platforms, such as those provided by Microsoft, Amazon, Google, IBM , and
Hewlett-Packard, let developers deploy applications across computers hosted by a central organization. These applications
can access a large network of co mputing resources that are deployed and managed by a cloud computing provider.
Cloud Co mputing has a numerous advantages like Pay as per usage – users have to pay only whatever they consume, Zero
upfront investment – No need of infrastructure establishment, No worry of Maintenance, Highly automated, Flexib ility and
scalability – Whenever demand is high cloud service is scalable, Mobility – can be used fro m anywhere by using internet.
II.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Resource management is one of the hot topic of cloud co mputing research nowadays. It includes following issues
Resource provisioning, Resource allocation, Resource adaption, resource mapping, resource modelling, Resource estimation
out of all this Resource allocation is most affecting issue. Basically resource allocation means distribution of resources
economically among competing groups of people or programs. Resource allocation has a significant impact in cloud
computing, especially in pay-per-use deployments where the number of resources are charged to application providers. The
issue here is to allocate proper resources to perform the computation with min imal time and infrastructure cost. Proper
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resources are to be selected for specific applications in IaaS. In Cloud Co mputing VM allocation also referred as problem of
resource management which is part of load balancing.
In cloud platforms, resource allocation takes place at two levels. First, when an application is uploaded to the cloud, the load
balancer assigns the requested instances to physical co mputers, attempting to balance the computational load of mu ltiple
applications across physical co mputers. Second, when an application receives mult iple inco ming requests, these requests
should be each assigned to a specific application instance to balance the computational load across a set of instances of the
same applicat ion. For example, A mazon EC2 uses elastic load balancing (ELB) to control how inco ming requests are
handled. Application designers can direct requests to instances in specific availability zones, to specific instances, or to
instances demonstrating the shortest response times.
III.

VM ALLOCATION

VM is considered as a main resource in cloud environment. The main objective of resource allocation is to plan
sufficient capacity of all resource by spreading the load on processors and maximizing their utilization while minimizing the
total task execution time.
However one of the major p itfalls in cloud computing is related to optimizing the resources being allocated. Resource
allocation is performed with the objective of minimizing the costs associated with it. The other challenges in resource
allocation are meeting customer demands and application requirements. In the current cloud computing environment there is
numerous of application, consist of millions of module, these application serve fro m large quantity of users and the user
request becomes dynamic. The resource provisioning was done by considering Service Level Agreements (SLA) and with the
help of parallel processing using different types of scheduling heuristic.
VM allocation and task scheduling for cloud is a three folded problem which requires: (1) to decide when a VM should be
allocated (2) allocating an appropriate physical mach ine (PM) for it - a problem related to bin packing and (3) scheduling
tasks on the VM depending on various client and application given objectives. Usually the provider is controlling the second
stage while the first and third are left to the client‟s decision. The common difficulty between all of them seems to be the
balancing between efficiency goals and QoS parameters . [ ]
Most commercial clouds leave the client decide when to provision VMs. Their concern is primarily related to VM to PM
assignment and use simple allocation methods based on Round Robin (Amazon EC2), least connections and weighted least
connections (Rackspace2). Other simp le policies include Least-Load or Rotating-Scheduling.
VM allocation can be done basically two way based on location and state of sys tem.[9]
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Provider Side

Current State

Static
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Figure 1. VM Allocation Strategies
3.1 Consumer Side VM allocation
In Consumer Side VM allocation consumer‟s application load (Users Requests) is distributed across VM. Here application
load is generally generated due to the end users who access application and make a requests to use these applications. So here
load is considered as end users requests.
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Here if demand is low then some VMs are deactivated and user‟s requests are routes to other capable active VMs, which will
reduce the VM usage and cost. Same way if demand is high then extra VM is created and remaining extra user‟s requests are
routes to newly created VM so all these things are possible due to the use of the virtualization technology. By this way
applications user‟s requests are assigns to VMs at run-time to maximize VM usage. If the VM allocation rule is fixed, there
are parameters that could be optimized. For examp le, in a utilization based VM allocation rule, lo w utilization threshold and
high utilizat ion threshold values need to be identified.
3.2 Provi der Side VM allocation
Provider Side VM allocation is generally process of allocating VMs on data center. That‟s why sometimes it is also known as
hardware VM allocation or client VM allocation. It can also define as a proc ess of resource management. Provider Side VM
allocation can be carried out through various approaches like VM Migration, Init ial Placement, VM consolidation, SLA
Management, Cost Estimat ion, etc.
3.3 Static VM allocati on
In these types of allocation load (Users Requests) is allocated to VMs in the system based on the prior knowledge about
system.
The performance of the VMs is determined at the time of request arrival. Static VM allocation are non -preemptive and
therefore each machine has at least one task assigned for itself. Here Non-Preemptive in the sense once request is assigns to
VM then it stick to that VM it can‟t transfer to other VM. Its objective is to minimize the execution time and delay (Respons e
Time) and limit co mmunicat ion overhead.
Static VM allocation generally do not consider dynamic changes of these attributes at run -time. Furthermore these algorith ms
cannot adapt to load changes during run-time. These schemes consider only the workload that is already assigned to every
server, but not the remain ing resource capacity server, thus may not be applicable in the case of heterogeneous systems since
in such systems, some of the servers might be overloaded while others may have sufficient capacity to handle more user
requests.
3.4 Dynamic VM allocation
In Dynamic VM allocation decision made for VM allocation based on dynamically changing state of the system. Which
considers the different attributes of the system capabilities, network bandwidth and run -time properties collected as the
selected system process the requests. These type of algorithms allo ws requests assign and reassign it from over utilized
mach ine to underutilized machine dynamically. This means dynamic VM allocation is preemptive which helps in improving
the overall perfo rmance of the system by migrating the load dynamically.
These algorithms require constant monitoring of the physical machines and request execution progress and are usually harder
to implement. Though, they are more accurate and could result in mo re efficient VM al location.
IV.

SIGNIFICANCE AND QoS PARAMET ERS

Managing VM Resource is a crucial task in making such an innovative technology to a larger consultation. Resource
Management is done by various cloud provider for dynamic workload of client‟s requirement. So, VM a llocation is part of
resource management which is also known as load balancing. VM allocation affect to both Cloud provider and Clients so it‟s
important concern that to take care of both Clients requirements and provider side heuristics. For Optimal VM al location
following criteria needs to be consider seriously,
a) Resource contenti on: situation arises when two applications try to access the same resource at the same time.
b) Scarcity of resources: arises when there are limited resources.
c) Resource fragmentati on: situation arises when the resources are isolated. [There will be enough resources but not
able to allocate to the needed application.]
d) Over-provisioning of resources arises when the application gets surplus resources than the demanded one.
e) Under-provisioning of resources occurs when the application is assigned with fewer numbers of resources than the
demand.
4.1 QoS Parameters [10]
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a)

Response ti me: It is the min imu m amount of t ime taken by load balancing algorith m to respond the execution of th e
request in system. It is one type of delay wh ich many time considers as a latency in many algorithms.
b) Resource Utilizati on: It is the amount of resources utilized by system to serve user request. Good load balancing
algorith m always have an optimal resource utilization.
c) Performance: It represent that how much improvement can be occur after load balancing algorithm successfully
executed. If all the above parameters are satisfied in its optimal manner then performance will be improved.
d) Throughput: In system throughput means total numbers of tasks that completed execution in some fixed time
constraint. Higher throughput means improvement of the performance.
V.
LITERATURE S TUDY
Jiayin Li et al. [1]p ropose an adaptive resource allocation algorith m for the cloud system with preempt able tasks in which
algorith ms adjust the resource allocation adaptively based on the updated of the actual task executions. Adaptive list
scheduling (ALS) and adaptive min-min scheduling (AMMS) algorith ms are used for task scheduling which includes static
task scheduling, for static resource allocation, is generated offline. The online adaptive procedure is use for re -evaluating the
remain ing static resource allocation repeatedly with predefined frequency. In each re -evaluation process, the schedulers are
re-calcu lating the fin ish time of their respective submitted tasks, not the tasks that are assign to that cloud.
Lin, Wang et al. [2]introduced a dynamic Virtual Machine-Varying Based resource allocation using a threshold. Using this
threshold their algorith m decides that the current counts of virtual machines which are assigned to an application are
sufficient or not, it is the same for over provisioning. They have defined two other parameters in threshold formulation; one is
a rate called normal rate which demonstrates the average amount of workload that one individual virtual instance can tolerate
without any over utilizat ion and the other is a parameter that would be defined by system admin based on the work load;
those two made the approach very parametric which seems to be a weakness.
Ray, Sarkar[3]this paper presents a load balancing scheme through the concept of resource allocation strategy and then
describe the importance of resource allocation in distributed cloud environment. He re author presents the process of
allocating the resources for particu lar job in this dynamic environ ment. A llocation is made on the basis of the requirement
submitted by the consumers or clients. Provider stores the requirement in the repository in xml fo rmat. Then final selection of
the resource is done based on the resource occupancy matrix, duration of the job and service charge and finally a service lev el
agreement is made between cloud service provider and cloud consumer.
Pawar et al. [4] proposed priority based scheduling algorith m (PBSA) for preemptable jobs in cloud. In proposed approach it
considers mult iple SLA parameter such as memory, network bandwidth, and required CPU t ime and resource allocation by
preemption mechanis m for h igh priority task execution can imp rove the resource utilization in Cloud. In proposed work
priority based scheduling algorithm is modified for executing h ighest priority task with advance reservation by preempting
best-effort task. Experimental results show that in a situation where resource contention is fierce, algorithm provides better
utilizat ion of resources.
Li, Ge et al. [5]this paper proposed a comprehensive QDA modeling & scheduling algorith m for the instance intensive
workflow task scheduling in cloud environment, wh ich takes users‟ experiences into consideration. First, the workflo w task
was modeled by DA G graph. Task parameters and dependencies were determined, and user preference type value was added.
Then, the QoS of cloud service resource was modeled to get QoS utility function with user preferences. Finally, co mbined
with staggered sub-deadlines allocation criteria, cloud service resources were sorted according to th e corresponding QoS
utility function, and then the task scheduling was quickly comp leted. According to results QDA has much less execution
time, better user satisfaction, and improved load balancing rate.
Zhe Gao [6 ]In this paper, improved ant colony optimizat ion algorith m to compute the allocation of the cloud computing
resource and to analyze the impact of bandwidth, the load of network and response time on the cloud resource proposed. In
which factor of energy consumption is introduced to determine heuristic factor based on that maximu m and min imu m path
cost is determined and according to that resources allocated.
Peng, Li n et al. [7] To address the problems in existing resource allocation schemes for cloud data centers, author modeled
the resource allocation problem in a cloud data center as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). By solving this constraint
satisfaction problem, a Choco-Based algorithm (CB) is designed to minimize the number of PMs in a virtualized cloud data
center. Moreover an improved FFD (IFFD) and an improved BFD (IBFD) and conduct performance evaluation using Choco
and Java is proposed. Performance studies show that the proposed algorithms are effective and outperform existing resource
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allocation algorith ms in v irtualized cloud data centers. Network bandwidth constraints into the source assignments in order to
help the VM of the data center in cloud computing to assign the source reasonably and promote the performance of the VM
as well as the usage rate of the data center.
Chang, Ren et al. [8]focus on an important problem fo r such enterprise users is to understand how many and what kinds of
virtual machines will be needed from clouds. Author formu late demand for co mputing power and other resources as a
resource allocation problem with mu ltip licity, where co mputations that have to be performed concurrently are represented as
tasks and a later task can reuse resources released by an earlier task. Th is paper presents an approximation algorith m with a
proof of its appro ximation bound that can yield close to optimu m solutions in polynomial time.
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VI.
OPEN CHALLENGES IN RES OURCE ALLOCATION
Users do not have control over their resources because they only rent resources from remote servers for their
purpose.
Bring out the techniques for allocation of services to applications depending on energy efficiency and expenditure of
service providers
Migration problem occurs, when the users wants to switch to some other provider for the better storage of their data.
It‟s not easy to transfer huge data from one provider to the other.
Devise a mechanism that allows controlling the tradeoff between the costs of reconfiguration and maximizing the
cloud utility
In public cloud, the clients‟ data can be susceptible to hacking or phishing attacks. Since the servers on cloud are
interconnected, it is easy for malware to spread.
Design SLA-o riented resource allocation strategies that encompass customer-driven service management,
computational risk management, and autonomic management of clouds in order to improve the s ystem efficiency,
minimize violat ion of SLAs, and imp rove profitability of service providers
Peripheral devices like printers or scanners might not work with cloud. Many of them require software to be
installed locally. Netwo rked peripherals have lesser problems.
More and deeper knowledge is required for allocating and managing resources in cloud, since all knowledge about
the working of the cloud main ly depends upon the cloud service provider.
Move from one cloud to another cloud considering vendor lock -in issues.

VII.
CONCLUS ION
Cloud computing technology is increasingly being used in enterprises and business markets. Resource management is one of
the most important job of cloud computing and it‟s mostly accomplished by resource allocation. In cloud paradigm, an
effective resource allocation strategy is required for achiev ing user satisfaction and maximizing the profit for cloud service
providers. In this paper we analyzed resource allocation in detail and its various strategies are reviewed in detail. It isbelieved
that this paper would benefit both cloud usersand researchers in understanding the concepts of resource allocation.
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